BIBFRAME Use: Vocabulary, Conversion, Reconciliation

4 December 2017 - Collocated with SWIB17

10:00 - 10:15  Welcome, update, etc. / Leif Andresen
10:15 - 10:40  BIBFRAME Ontology Patterns / Ray Denenberg
10:40 - 11:05  Conversion, Reconciliation / Wayne Schneider
11:05 - 11:15  Break
11:15 - 11:45  Reconciliation (continued), Merge and Match / Nate Trail
11:45 - 12:00  Discussion/Questions
European BIBFRAME Workshop 2017
German National Library – 26+27 September 2017
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Leif Andresen
Royal Danish Library
Introduction

• Over the last years, there have been several Linked Open Data projects in libraries.
• The library community needs one international standard for interchange of bibliographic metadata based on modern technology.
• BIBFRAME shall - according to the intentions of the Library of Congress - replace MARC.
• BIBFRAME has the potential to become more global than MARC21.
We have to move from:
To linked data
Next step

• European BIBFRAME Workshop 2018
• 18+19 September 2017: Florence by invitation of Casalini Libri s.p.a.
• Organizer Group 2018 Workshop
• Duties:
  • Prepare European BIBFRAME Workshop 2018
  • Consider other events, e.g. training
  • Consider other initiatives
  • Be in contact with Library of Congress and LD4L/LD4P
  • Maintain a mailing list ”workshop specific”
Other initiatives and Events

• Bibframe.org reuse in dialogue with Library of Congress: Build a wiki with structured documentation, examples, training material etc.

• Develop BIBFRAME requirements for ILS tender

• Satellite event at SWIB 2017 in December

• Discussion with RDA / EURIG
P’s

- P for practice
- P for practical
- P for production

- P for planning the future
From introduction

• Over the last years, there have been several Linked Open Data projects in libraries.

• The library community needs one international standard for interchange of bibliographic metadata based on modern technology.

• BIBFRAME shall - according to the intentions of the Library of Congress - replace MARC.

• BIBFRAME has the potential to become more global than MARC21.

• The workshop underlined this!
Satellite event at SWIB 2017
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